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ILES MCCOY WAS NOT LIKE the other boys in his neighborhood. He was a 
tidy student, but more characteristically, he loved school so much that he 
never missed a day. Whenever a school day began, he prepared for it by 

getting up early in the morning and skimming through the lessons he would be 
taught. As for his homework and extra-credit assignments, he did them on the 
same day they were handed to him. Hence, Miles received 'A's on all his subjects 
while  smiling  gaily  at  his  lifestyle  which  he  adores.  Whenever  a  teacher 
congratulated  him on his  marks,  he  replied  by  stating  that  knowledge is  the 
greatest gift, and then ran along with at least a book in hand. However, because 
he was an earnest and hard-working student, he was often alone. No one wanted 
a nerd for a friend, especially if his idea of a good time was hitting the books.

M

One day as  Miles  was  walking home while  reading a  book,  the  white 
pages  darkened by the shadow of  unexpected  – and certainly unwelcomed – 
guests. As Miles glanced up into the eyes of the person before him, he identified 
the horror which had came his way. It was non-other than the school bullies, 
Renton, Jason, and Coby Rodgers. The three were related by blood; Jason and 
Coby being twins, and Renton being their cousin. The three, as an united good-
for-nothing gang, held the baddest reputation on the entire block.

-What'chya readin', freak?

Renton was older than his cousins by a year, he was like the ringleader of 
the destructive group. Renton despised schools and everything they represent, but 
what he loathed even more were the kids who loved school. Miles was a perfect 
personification of all which Renton hated. Miles, knowing who they were and 
what they wanted, tried to walk away, but neither Jason nor Coby would allow it. 
At that moment, Miles' heart began to pound faster. He came to the realization 
that he was in trouble despite the fact that he did not ask for it.
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-Nothing. Please .. I just wanna go home.

-Wimp!

As Jason  and Coby began shoving Miles  around,  Miles  held  the book 
tighter towards his chest as to protect it from ripping apart. He knew that his 
body would sustain their assaults, but wasn't sure that his precious book would. 
Renton noticed what Miles was doing, and so, he snatched it from his shaking 
fingers. Miles tried to retrieve it, but his overall strength came to less than 10 
percent of Renton's. Renton wasn't big or chunky, but Miles was much thinner 
than all the other boys his age.

-Politics? Ha! You wanna run the country, McCoy? You can't even stand  
up to three bullies! You're a joke!

After that verbal attack, Renton changed into physical. Renton threw aside 
the  book  and  opened his  feast  with  a  knuckle-sandwich.  He,  along  with  his 
cousins, started pounding Miles until his noise, mouth, and elbows bled. Once 
the Rodgers made sure that their victim was in no position to get up, they fled. 
Minutes later, upon Miles' struggle to get up, he realized that his glasses were 
broken, his cloth were ruined with blood stains, a tooth had fell off, and, worst of 
all, his book – which he spotted across the street – was torn to pieces.

Regardless, Miles got up and sprinted towards it as fast as his scrawny legs 
could carry. It was an attempt to salvage what he considered his favorite book, 
but that attempt had failed, resulting in Miles' misery. It was deformed severely. 
Miles kept a fragile, sad mask on the outside, while his heart cried on the inside.  
This occurred because what remained of that book was his father's last wish. On 
his death bed, he gave it to Miles and told him that it was the most influential  
book he had ever read. It dealt with more than political issues, such as illustrating 
an alternative way of life through a better, well-constructed society.

Miles knew that he was different, but failed to understand why Renton and 
the others had picked on him. For someone who read a lot, Miles was still naïve 
when it came to the real world and the psychological truth behind it. He did not 
understand a thing about the human psyche, such as the fact that ignorant people, 
like Renton, were afraid of what they did not know.

-See ya tomorrow, bro!”

-Ya ya!

In front of Renton's house, the young troublemakers parted as the sun had 
set across the horizon. His cousins hurried back to their own home while Renton 
walked into his house. Once he was in, he tried to sneak his way into the house 
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and towards his room. He feared that his mother would yell at him for being late 
instead of doing his homework and chores. However, like a mouse, his trail was 
shockingly – and painfully – interrupted as his mother caught him by his ear.

-Ouch! Ma, that hurts! Let go! Let go! Let go!

-Look at what you've done! You've brought dirt into the house! How many  
times do I have to tell you to wipe your shoes before coming in? Can't you ever  
get that through your thick skull? You idiot!

-Yeah okay I got it, just let go!

His mother squeezed his earlobe tightly one more time, making sure that 
her son would feel the pain so that he could learn the lesson, then she let go.

-dumb broad!

-What did you say?

-Nothin'.

-Why! I outta shove a soap in your right now! Go to your room, fool! And  
rot in there! There ain't gonna be no dinner for you tonight!

-Fine! Eat it yourself you fat cow!

After that outburst Renton rushed down the short hall, bypassing the living 
room and his drunk father who was occupying his usual couch in front of the TV 
– which was showing a program featuring the renown erudite Auzi Etidure – and 
went straight upstairs to his room. Like the inside of his head, Renton's room was 
dark. He threw his backpack next to the bed's foot then jumped on the bed. The 
backpack – upon hitting the ground, failed to contain some of the books, but 
Renton  couldn't  care  less.  As  he  rested,  he  looked  at  his  dirty  sneakers  and 
muttered something foul regarding his mother.

Then, he heard a noise.

It came from underneath his bed.

Renton's heartbeat began to beat faster and faster with each passing minute 
as  his  imagination ran wild.  He had been afraid of  the darkness – the space 
underneath his bed – ever since he could remember. Hearing a movement only 
added wood to his fear. Renton tried to convince himself that he wasn't afraid of 
anything so he moved slowly to one side to peak underneath his bed. He was 
entering his teen years hence he wanted to rid himself of his fear for once and for 
all.
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Upon his attempt to peek, Renton lost his balance and, as oddly as it may 
sound, fell into the darkness. What was even more bizarre was the fact that he 
continued to fall. It would seem as though there wasn't any ground to sustain his 
falling body. More accurately, there remained a distance for that collision to take 
place. Yet, the gravity wasn't harsh on Renton's body; it pulled him down gently, 
as if the darkness wasn't apart of the reality Renton had lived in. By the time he 
had hit  rock-bottom, he  realized  that  the  darkness  was  just  as  radiant  as  the 
second he fell in. Darkness radiated around him, except for one bright dot far 
across the horizon. Renton saw a light not far from where he stood, and so, he 
got up and, like insects' instincts, he was drawn to the light. The more he walked, 
the bigger it grew. It wasn't unusual that Renton wasn't questioning why or where 
he was at this place because he never bothered to open his mind about such 
crucial matters. Upon stepping into the light, Renton's eyes were exposed to a 
surreal world.

The  sky  seemed  to  be  a  permanent  golden  sunset,  and  the  villagers 
appeared to be something between teachers and chameleons. Although Renton 
thought he'd be freaking out by their appearance if not intrigued, he was more 
fascinated by the shelves of books. The entire town was made of shelves. Instead 
of houses with doors and windows, there were shelves containing all  sorts of 
books.  Furthermore,  between  every  here  and  there  was  a  bench  with  a 
chameleon-person or two occupying a space of it while enjoying a book. All of 
the chameleon-people seemed to be holding books, whether they were coming, 
going, or standing, all of them were reading.

-Ah .. hey mister!

-Yes?

Upon talking to the closest chameleon-person next to him, Renton heard 
him  respond  in  the  same  language.  Although  Renton  saw  heavy  figural 
differences between himself and the townsfolk, none of them seem to realize it. 
None of the chameleon-people stared at Renton despite the fact that he wasn't 
one of them. Renton gathered up the courage to investigate.

-Mister, can ya tell me where I am?

-Why! You're in the City of Books!

-City of .. books?

-Yes. And like you, my apricot-colored friend, I'm not one of the residents  
of this place.

-You're not?
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-No,  of  course  not.  I  do  realize,  of  course,  that  I  bare  an  uncanny  
resembelence to the folks around here, but this is only because I come here often.  
There appears to be a funny fact regarding this homy town, the more you stay in  
it, the more you turn into one of the locals. And the really funny part is, once you  
spend a minute here, you don't want to leave. Ever. Sorry, where ever are my  
manners, I seem to have forgot myself. My name is Auzi Etidure, but enough  
about me, what brings you into our little town of enlightenment?

-Umm, I think a shadow dragged me here.

-A shadow you say?

-Well, yeah. But I'm not sure whether I fell or was pulled .. you see, I was  
sittin' on my bed when I heard this strange sound. I peeked under my bed to find  
out  what caused it,  right? And the next  thing I knew was that  I  was falling.  
Though, somehow, I think I felt that a shadow reached out and pull me.

-Ah, a shadow you say? Tell me, do you read?

-No. I mean I can, but I chose not to.

-Then it all makes perfect sense. The shadow you speak of is the darkness;  
the unknown. Don't worry, it means you no harm. I bet it only brought you here  
so that you could learn.

-Learn?

-Why yes! Didn't you know, this town is also called land of knowledge.  
Here, you can find a book for anything your heart desires. Why, I bet that's why  
you came .. you want a book, and I believe we have just what you are looking  
for.

-But I ..

-Come come.

With that, the strange guide started marching off in a manner as though he 
expected Renton to follow him. His anticipation was in its place. As the two 
progressed deeper into the golden village,  Renton was puzzled by everyone's 
fascination with reading. It was as if reading was all that they needed. Even the 
kids held books. There was no one playing, eating, shopping, working, or even 
fighting. On top of that, everyone read with a cheerful, radiant smile as though it 
was fun. It puzzled Renton.

Then, the chameleon-person stopped and drew a book from a shelf.

-Here. This is what you came for.
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-Huh?

He offered Renton the book with a wide, confident smile. Renton took it.

-“The Tables Have Turned”? What's this?

-Read it. It is what you came for.

Oddly enough, Renton walked towards a bench, sat down, and started to 
read.  He  thought  it  would  terrify  him as  it  consisted  of  small  text,  held  no 
pictures, and contained more pages than all his school books put together. Renton 
hated reading school books, yet, somehow, for some strange reason he could not 
comprehend,  he was mesmerized by this book. He couldn't  help but  turn the 
pages and read. He read, and read, and read.

Renton  read  about  a  young  boy  who  was  picked  on  because  he  was 
different. However, when he grew up, he was so successful that he became more 
powerful  than  everyone  else.  But  laughing  at  his  childhood's  bully  wasn't 
enough; he started to pick on him. With his supreme social position and power, it 
didn't take him long before turning his former bully's life into a living nightmare. 
All the former bully could do was take in the humiliation and assaults. The new 
bully had no desire to cease the torment. He was driven by horrible childhood 
memories. Because he lived in terror during his forming years, vengeance was all 
that he could think about ergo he became possessed.

Upon understanding the point of the book, Renton closed it, got up, and 
returned it to the chameleon-person.

-Do you understand now?

-Yeah, now I know. I know why the shadow brought me here, 'n what the  
book means, 'n .. 'n why I'm always afraid of the dark. Ah! I can't believe how  
stupid I was!

-It's not your fault, Renton, everyone is fearful of the unknown.

That was the sole reason behind the chameleon-person's calmness when he 
met  an  alien.  His  knowledge  empowered  him,  annihilating  his  fears  of  the 
unknown. He was an erudite ergo knowledgeable. With knowledge, fear cannot 
find a way to the heart.  With that lesson learned, Renton opened his arms and 
embraced the chameleon-person and what he represents.

-Thank you.

-Thank yourself. You decided to read.
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Although he wanted to stay, Renton felt that he should leave. There was a 
feeling in his heart which told him to return home. The possibility of returning to 
this place again was desired, but illogical. He neither knew the town's address 
nor how to get there. But then again, the point of the town was to learn about 
something new about one's self. Since Renton accomplished that, the place was 
as good as idle to him. Renton hurried back to the point from which he first 
came. Once there, he saw the once dark path now a bright one instead. As he 
walked into it, he woke up. He was lying on his bed.

-It was .. a dream?

It might not have been real, but the epiphany was the most realistic event 
Renton had experienced in his entire lifetime. Once Renton's  eyesight  shifted 
towards his books which had spilled out of his open backpack, he remembered 
what he had learned on his trip. For someone who had been a bully his entire life, 
Renton acknowledged and chose the right thing.

-Renton you fool! You're gonna be late to school again!

-I'm – Renton said in an aggressive tone, but then added calmly: – coming.

Renton got up from bed, gathered his books and backpack, and hurried 
downstairs. For once in his life, he wanted to attend classes, both physically and 
mentally. Once he got outside, like usual, he saw his cousins awaiting him. To 
their surprise, Renton walked more actively than the other day. Furthermore, he 
issued no complaints about schools. The three walked to school until they came 
across Miles McCoy. Renton froze. Jason and Coby ran up to him and blocked 
the bookworm's path.

-Well, look who decided to show up this morning!

-Yeah! Headin' to school? .. you nerds never learn!

-Yeah, looks like we're just gonna have to teach him another lesson he  
wouldn't forget, right Renton? .. Renton?

Renton,  recovering  from  his  paralysis,  walked  up  to  Miles  with  an 
embarrassed look showing up all over his face; his eyes couldn't meet directly 
with  Miles',  and  his  cheeks  were  reddish  than  usual.  Once  Jason  and  Coby 
realized  that  Renton  was  acting  strange,  they  started  asking  stupid  'are-you-
alright' questions. Renton shouted at the two of them to beat it. It was an odd and 
unexpected order, but they ran away once he scared them off with a roar. Jason 
and Coby knew that they should step away whenever Renton got up from the 
wrong side of the bed. They ran off to school imagining Renton's brutality being 
unleashed onto Miles' skinny body.
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-McCoy I .. 

He couldn't say it. His heart wanted to issue an apology. He was sorry for 
what he had done, for the books he had torn, for the punches he had thrown, for 
the horror he had planted, for the blood he had spilled, and, most importantly, for 
the time he had wasted .. Miles' and his own. He wanted to say it, but his tongue 
never got around it, so he summed up the awkward moment by running off.

However, he didn't need to apologize. There was a look in Renton's eyes 
which made his feelings surface. In a blink of an eye, Miles' long-lived, piled-up 
hatred of the boy known as Renton Rodgers vanished. Although he had spent the 
last years of his life fantasizing on how he would take his revenge someday, he 
failed to see a motive for it anymore.

***
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